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A NOTE ON THE STABLE HOMOTOPY GROUPS OF MSp(n)

MITSUNORI IMAOKA1

Abstract. The kernel of the epimorphism 7r¿s„ + 3(MSp(n)) — w4n + 3(MSp) is a

cyclic group of order 8m(« + 1) for some integer m(n + 1) defined using the

characteristic numbers of the symplectic cobordism classes, and this epimorphism

splits for some «.

1. Introduction and results. Let MSp(n) he the Thom space of the universal bundle

over BSp(n), and MSp = (MSp(n), en] he the Thom spectrum of the symplectic

cobordism theory, where e„: 2*MSp(n) -* MSp(n + 1) is the structure map. Let

e = e(n,N): 24NMSp(n)-> MSp(n + N) (TV > n > 1) be the composition of

I,*(N-J-X)en+j for N>j^0. Then e„: ir,s(MSp(n)) -> ir^_4n(MSp) is an isomor-

phism for i < 8m + 2 and an epimorphism for /' = 8« 4- 3, where we identify

■tri+4N(^NMSp(n)) and ni+4N(MSp(n + N)) with ^(MSp(n)) and tT,_4n(MSp)

respectively.

Let Pk E H4k(BSp) (k > 1) be the kth symplectic Pontrjagin class and Pk[u] be

the characteristic number of m G tr4k(MSp). Then Pk[u] is divisible by 8 for any

u E tt4k(MSp) (cf. [1, Theorem I]). Put

m(k) = g.c.d.{iPk[u]: u E «„(MSp)}.

Then we have the following

Theorem 1. (i) The kernel of the epimorphism e„: tr^n+3(MSp(n)) -* 7r4n+3(MSp) is

a cyclic group of order 8m(n + 1).

(ii) Assume that (a) m(n + 1) is odd or (h) 2tr4n+3(MSp) = 0. Then e* in (i) is split

epimorphic, that is,

ir¿n+3(MSp(n)) s Z8m(„+1) 9 tr4n+3(MSp).

In the cases n = 1,2, these facts are contained within the results due to S. O.

Kochman and V. P. Snaith [3]. The assumption (b) in the theorem is valid for n < 8

by D. M. Segal [6] and for n < 26 by the announcement of S. O. Kochman [2]. The

assumption (a) is valid for some n's by [1, Theorem II(iv)], and we have the

following corollary.

Corollary 2. If n = 2k + 2l - 1 or 2k + 21 - 2 (k, I > 0), then tr£n+3(MSp(n))

is isomorphic to Z8 © ir4n+3(MSp) for n ¥= 2, and to Zg © Z3 for n = 2.
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The corresponding results on the complex cobordism theory were obtained by E.

Rees and E. Thomas [5].

The author thanks K. Morisugi for his valuable suggestion.

2. Proof of the theorem. We assume n > 2. Convert e = e(n, N) into a fibration

with fiber F(n) for TV > n

(2.1) F(n)^4NMSp(n)^MSp(n +N).

Then F(n) is (AN + 8« + 2)-connected, and a part of the homotopy exact sequence

for the fibration is given as follows:

(2.2) V4n+*(MSp) ^TT4N+s„+3(F(n))J^itin+3(MSp(n))

**4a+3(MSp)-*0,

where we identify tr4i„+N)+i(MSp(n + N)) with «¡(MSp) (i = An + 3, An + A). Let

t: H'(F(n)) -» Hi+x(MSp(n + N)) be the transgression of the fibration (2.1). Then,

for /' = AN + 8n + 3, t is isomorphic onto the subgroup generated by UPn+], where

UPn+x is the image of P„+1 under the Thom isomorphism U: H4(n+X)(BSp(n + N))

_ 7fHJv+2n+i)(MS/,(M + jyv) Hence H4N+Sn+3(F„) = Z, and its generator w satis-

fies

(2.3) t(w) = UPn+x.

Let iv G H4N+%n+3(F(n)) be the dual homology class to w, and i E tr4N+t,„+3(F(n))

= Z be the generator which satisfies 77(i) = w for the Hurewicz isomorphism 77.

Proof of Theorem l(i). By (2.2) and the definition of m(n + 1), we have only to

show

(2.4) du — Pn+X[u]i   up to sign for any u Eir4n+4(MSp).

Consider the following diagram which commutes up to sign:

tt4n+4(MSp)  =TT4N+8n+ll{MSp(n + N)) -»ir47v+8lI+3(fT(n))

ÏH IH -1/7

H4n+4(MSp)^H4N+SN+4(MSp(n + N))^H4N+Sn+3(F(n))

Let 3m = ki for some integer k. Then, by this diagram and (2.3), we have k =

<773«,w>= (77(h), t(w)>= (H(u),UPn+x)= P„+X[u] up to sign, and (2.4) holds.

Q.E.D.
Let bn: MSp(n) -* Q4NMSp(n + N) be the adjoint map of e, and /: MSp(n) -

ü4N"2ANMSp(n) be the natural inclusion. Convert these maps into fibrations. Then

we have the homotopy commutative diagram

F' = F
I I

Fn - MSp(n) -      Ü4NMSp(n + N)

iq I i

íl4NF(n)     -     Q4"-24NMSp(n)       -      Q4NMSp(n + N)
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where q is the restriction of /', and F' and Fn are the homotopy fibers of i and bn

respectively.

The following lemma is proved in [1, Proposition 3.5].

Lemma 2.6. irin+2(Fn) = 0.

We also have the following

Lemma 2.7. ir%n+2(F') — Z8.

Proof. Apply the methods and results due to R. J. Milgram [4, Theorems 1.11, 3.7

and Propositions 3.1, 3.6], and use (2.5) and [1, Lemma 3.4]. Then we see the

following:

(2.8) F' has the homotopy type of a cell complex

(S*"-x V (S8" U2 e8"+1) V S8"+2) U (e8n+3 V e8"+3) U e8"+4

through dimension 8« + 3.

(2.9) Let <j>, and <j>2 be the attaching maps of (8n + 3)-cells in (2.8). Then, by

taking a suitable basis in

■"sn+iiS*"'1 v(S8nU2e8"+1) V58n+2) =Z24®Z4®Z,

<j>, = (1,2A:,0) and <i>2 = (6/, 1,2) hold for some k E Z4,1 E Z24. The desired result

follows immediately from these facts.   Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem l(ii). Consider the following commutative diagram of two

exact sequences derived from the fibrations in (2.5):

*4N+*«+ÁHn))     *     *Ín+3(MSp(n))      -       T4n+3(MSp)       -0

(2.10) || i 3'

z -    ^+2(í") = z8    -   %„+2(^) = o

where 3' and 3 are the connecting homomorphisms. If the assumption (a) of the

theorem holds, then 3' induces an isomorphism between the 2-components of Im /"„

and fl8„+2(F'), because Im /„ = Z8m(n+1) by (i) of the theorem. Since it4n+3(MSp) is

a 2-torsion group, we have a splitting for the inclusion Im jn -» ir£n+3(MSp(n)), and

the theorem holds. Next we assume (b). In (2.10), 3 ® 1: Z®Z2^>Z%® Z2 is an

isomorphism, and jn ® 1: Z <S> Z2 -» Tr%n+3(MSp(n)) ® Z2 has the left inverse

(3 ® 1)"'(3' ® 1). Thus we have the exact sequence

0 - Z2 - W8s„+3(MS/>(«)) ® Z2 - 7r4„+3(MS/^) - 0,

where ir4n+3(MSp) ® Z2 — tr4n+3(MSp) by the assumption. This fact implies that

Im j\ is a direct summand of iTgn+3(MSp(n)), and we complete the proof.   Q.E.D.
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